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1.  Executive Summary  
 
One of the key reasons for Birmingham hosting matches of the 2015 Rugby World Cup was 
the prospect of this providing the profile and focus to help the development of Birmingham 
Rugby, and an impetus to drive forward a lasting rugby legacy for the city.  
 
2015 is therefore now a significant milestone in the development of rugby in the city, and 
the lead up to this is enhanced by Birmingham being a priority area for the RFU, and Rugby 
now being identified as one of a number of priority sports by Birmingham City Council.  
 
The Birmingham Rugby Partnership (BRP) has been identified as the lead body in the city to 
drive RWC2015 Legacy and with this in mind (and in partnership with the City Council and 
other key stakeholders) organised a ‘Two Years to Go’ Rugby Conference in October 2013 – 
with Legacy very much as its focus.   This conference involving RWC2015 Legacy workshops 
was attended by Birmingham Rugby Clubs and a wide range of sectors, who have all helped 
shape this Legacy Plan.  
 
Overarching Legacy Outcomes  
 
The key overarching legacy outcomes that were identified at the conference and through 
wider consultation are shown below.  These are complimented by a range of legacy themes 
and priorities (also set out below and in more detail later in this plan).  
 
Legacy Outcomes  
 

  A ‘Team Birmingham’ approach supported by an annual conference and an ever 
increasing range of partners getting behind grass roots and high performance rugby  
 

 Improved profile, awareness and understanding of rugby and rugby playing / 
volunteering opportunities.  

 

 Increased participation in playing and volunteering (more generally and in 
Birmingham’s richly diverse schools and communities with low levels of 
participation)  



 

 

 

 Birmingham Rugby Clubs recognised as key community sport and where possible , 
multi-sport community assets 

 

 Villa Park using RWC2015 infrastructure to attract major international and world 
level rugby matches and related legacy funding 

 

 Improved facilities and structures to uncover talent, support improved performance 
of Birmingham clubs and showing progress towards Birmingham having a club 
playing at Premiership Level. 
 

Ten Legacy Themes and Associated Priorities 
 
The 10 key themes of this plan have been drawn from the 7 RFU National Themes taken 
from their ‘Lead Up & Legacy – 2015 & Beyond’ plan and are complimented by 3 
Birmingham Specific themes, resonating from the Greater Birmingham Rugby ‘Leader’ Club 
Workshops and the Birmingham Rugby Conference.   Specific priorities are aligned to these 
(which need refining, along with identifying lead agencies and smart targets) 
 
RFU 7 Priority Themes  
 

a. Better Facilities 
b. Investing in People 
c. More Schools  
d. Returning Players  
e. Touch Rugby 
f. Other Nations 
g. Cultural Engagement 

 
Birmingham Specific Themes   
 

h. Targeting areas of low participation and Birmingham’s richly diverse 
communities  

i. Support for High Performance & Premiership Rugby 
j. Increased funding to support legacy activity  

 
 

2.  INTRODUCTION – COMMITMENT TO DELIVER A BIRMINGHAM RUGBY LEGACY   
 
 
Birmingham and key City Leaders are committed to delivering a rugby legacy and have put in 
place governance and delivery arrangements to ensure this happens.  They have also staged 
a conference to harness the enthusiasm that now exists within the rugby fraternity and 
wider stakeholders, in advance of the 2015 Rugby World Cup coming to the city.   
 
The Birmingham Rugby Partnership will oversee the delivery of the Legacy plan and exploit 
opportunities such as those provided by major rugby events in the lead up to 2015.  It is 
hoped that this will increase interest and engage new partners to support Birmingham 
Rugby  (opportunities such as during: the annual Rugby Six Nations Championships, 
Women’s Rugby World Cup 2014 and 7’s Rugby during 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth 
Games / lead-up to Rio Olympic & Paralympic Games).  



 

 

 
3.  DEVELOPMENT OF THIS PLAN  

 
a. Route map of how we got here  

 
 

Route Map to Legacy Plan -
Progressively engaging a wider audience 

BRP Reps attending national consultation events 

BRP Board meetings consulting a range sectors 

Birmingham ‘Leader’ Rugby Clubs Workshops  

BRP Legacy Planning Group sessions and meetings with RFU 

2013 Birmingham Rugby ‘2 Years to Go Legacy’ Conference  

B’ham Legacy Plan  & 
Priorities 

 
 

b. Consultation and engagement  
 
The Birmingham Rugby Partnership has consulted widely amongst the rugby fraternity and 
other sectors and stakeholders, who either directly or indirectly support the delivery of 
rugby in Birmingham.  
 
A draft Legacy Plan was developed based on feedback from; 
 

 A National Legacy Meetings attended by BRP Members at Twickenham 

 Stakeholders at BRP Board meetings (cross sector stakeholders) 

 Two Birmingham ‘Leader’ Rugby Clubs workshops (from amongst Greater 
Birmingham Rugby Clubs) 

 A meeting between BRP and RFU (local & National) representatives 

 The 2013 Birmingham ‘Two Years To Go’ Rugby Conference.   
 
The RFU suggested that RWC2015 Legacy Plans be structured around the 7 Themes of the 
National RFU Legacy Framework.   The BRP has introduced a further three themes that help 
shape a more Birmingham specific plan.      
 
Over 130 delegates attended the Birmingham Rugby Conference, including; Senior 
Politicians, city leaders from numerous sectors, sports equity specialists and community 
leaders , along with representatives from most of Birmingham Rugby Clubs.    
 



 

 

Most delegates attended legacy workshops on the day, that provided the opportunity to 
discuss ideas and identify legacy priorities.  The workshops were led by a 2 representatives 
from the BRP (Mike Dickenson & Gary Lambert)     
 
Feedback from the legacy workshops was collated and then catalogued around : 
 

 The 7 National RFU Legacy Themes  

 ‘Other’ themes – that didn’t fit neatly with the & National Legacy themes.  
 
An indication of the importance that delegates attached to the various themes is reflected 
by how these resonated within discussion and more particularly within feedback from table 
discussions during the workshops.   (this is not an exact science – but intended to provide a 
‘picture’ and feel for what delegates felt important)   
 
It should be noted that points listed will often have been mentioned or discussed with a 
particular context or reference – however they are presented more generally below.   Also 
not all points are legacy outcomes, as there was naturally a tendency to focus  on inputs that 
whilst not legacy in themselves, will assist the legacy effort)  
 
The 7 National RFU Legacy Themes  
 
Facilities 15 
People 10 
Schools 27 
Returning Players 4 
Touch and other forms of the game 13 
Other Nations 8 
Cultural Engagement 21 

        

        ‘Other’ Key Topics/Themes resonating from Legacy workshops.   
 
Communications – between clubs & different agencies and centre (BRP) 4 
 
Promotion of the game – junior game and not just higher level   6 
 
Media – use of more and different media channels – such as free ‘City TV’                  3 
 
Team Birmingham – all working together to support grass roots & excellence in the game 14 
 
Women & Girls – Importance of engaging women and girls (all forms of the game) 2 
 
Investment – not just need for investment but support for clubs in getting it 3 
 
Rugby Values – powerful medium -relevant to work, school etc  2 
 
AVFC  – Importance of having a Premiership Football team on board 5 
 
Premiership Status – Importance of Premiership rugby in city – profile & exit route  5 
 
Multi Sport – Clubs provide valuable assets to support multi sport 1 
 
RWC Kit – RWC could be secured for clubs after event  (ie RWC2015 balls for clubs) 1 



 

 

 
Competition – more co-ordinated and different competition (all forms of game) 4 
 
Disability  - popularity of wheelchair rugby after 2012 Games and getting WR team in B’ham 1 
 
7’s Rugby – will have profile in Commonwealth Games and Olympics – capitalise 1 
 
Fan Parks – important and will provide opportunities that RWC matches wont 4  
 
Adopt at Team – Schools, Hotels  - similar to that done in previous RWCs 2 
 
Diversity / BME – Importance given profile of Birmingham 2 

 
 

4. DELIVERY OF THIS PLAN  
  

a. A ‘Team Birmingham’ Approach    
 
The Birmingham Rugby Conference made it very clear that achieving a ‘grass roots and 
excellence’ legacy would require an effort from not just rugby, but a much wider range of 
stakeholders.    
 
It was also recognised that the development and sustainability of Birmingham’s Rugby Clubs 
would be central to a lasting rugby legacy.   
 
There was also considerable support for the city’s aspiration to have a Birmingham Club 
playing in the premiership and an Academy that can provide profile and a valuable reference 
point and exit routes for talent emerging from Birmingham clubs.   
 
The model below attempts to reflect the above points.    
 
 

‘Team Birmingham’ – Support for the Development of 
Birmingham Rugby 

Schools

Business

City 
Council

Culture 

Community
Groups 

RFU

County 
Sport 
Partnership 

HE & FE 

Gtr Birmingham 
Rugby Clubs 

Birmingham 
Rugby Academy

High Performing
/Premiership Club

Improvement & Success at grass roots and higher levels 
of the game – will require a ‘Team Birmingham’ effort and with Clubs as the main focus 

 
 



 

 

 
 

b. Partnership & Collaboration 
 
 It is felt that there is potential for much greater partnership and collaboration; both 
between Birmingham Clubs and the many sectors that support the game.  The Birmingham 
Rugby Partnership is well placed to facilitate this approach and will continue to do so.  
 

c. Key Partner Roles – tbc by BRP once legacy priorities agreed.  
 

d. Funding  
 

The BRP will do all it can to ensure existing and mainstream funding to support Birmingham 
Rugby is used wisely, and flag-up where it is felt better economies of scale and/or strategic 
directing of funding can be achieved.  
 
The BRP will also work with partners to secure additional funding to support legacy activity.  
  

e. Timescales  
 
It is envisaged that this plan should be in place and have a life until 2016.   Where upon a 
review can take place to consider its overall impact and the subsequent mainstreaming and 
continuation  of legacy activity . 
 
Legacy plan delivery will also be regularly reviewed at BRP Stakeholder Board meetings and 
within sub groups focusing on key themes of the plan.  
 
 Key milestones will also be agreed prior to finalising of this plan.   
 
 

5. RWC2015 BIRMINGHAM - LEGACY & GOVERNANCE  
 
 
Birmingham City Council has put in place a structure to ensure a memorable RWC2015 
experience is delivered that also secures a lasting rugby legacy. The Birmingham Rugby 
Partnership has been identified as the body to lead Birmingham’s RWC2015 Legacy Effort.  
(see governance structure below)  
 



 

 

Birmingham Structure/Governance to support RWC 2015 – Delivery and Legacy

EXECUTIVE  GROUP 

Overseeing Delivery 

& Legacy

CITY STEERING GROUP

DELIVERY

Events / Games

Fanpark

City Dressing 

Commercial

Marketing LEGACY GROUP
The Birmingham Rugby 

Partnership

B’ham

County Sport 

P’ship

Safety Advisory

Group RFU  

 
 
 

6.  THE BIRMINGHAM RUGBY PARTNERSHIP (BRP)  
 
Background  
 
The BRP was formed approximately three years ago as an initiative of the Rugby Football 
Union (RFU), the Birmingham County Sports Partnership (CSP) and Birmingham City Council 
(BCC); with a view to engaging a wide range of sectors and partners. All who share a 
common interest of developing and growing various forms of Rugby Union within the 
Birmingham area.  
 
A steering committee was formed to drive activity and engage further partners.  A Chairman 
was appointed and the original three partners/sectors were joined by Greater Birmingham 
RFU and its clubs, the Birmingham Rugby Development Group who as a result merged with 
GBRFU, Moseley RFC, West Midlands Police, Business, and the Local Education Authority.   It 
was agreed that a number of BRP ambassadors would also be engaged over time.    
 
The RFU needed to engage increasing numbers of males and females in Rugby Union as a 
social team sport, and Birmingham member clubs provided the facilities and volunteers to 
help achieve this. This provided an initial focus for the BRP, whilst the 2015 Rugby World Cup 
was also seen as an important point in the future, to concentrate minds and galvanise effort.  
 
The BRP was acutely aware of how important sport is to the city and its ability to impact on 
wider social issues such as; improving health, benefiting the economy and creating stronger 
& safer communities, and worked to help position rugby in this context.    
 
The importance of Birmingham Rugby clubs as key sporting assets was also recognised; not 
only to deliver rugby; but also having the potential to provide much needed community 
multi sport facilities.  These can provide alternative sporting opportunities for existing 



 

 

players and members, that can aid retention whilst also attracting new members to help the 
sustainability of clubs.  
 
So the BRP set out with a focus of developing Greater Birmingham as a major Rugby Union 
City and working together with clubs, schools, universities/colleges and other partners to 
increase participation and support the aspiration of Birmingham having Premiership Rugby.    
 
The BRP then concentrated its efforts - and successfully led - work to secure RWC2015 
matches to the city.  
 
Other early  wins included Touch and Tag rugby in Parks; through collaborations between 
the RFU, Health, the City Council and CSP, along with engaging partners and funding (e.g. 
from West Midlands Police)  to support the ‘All Schools Rugby’ Initiative.  The BRP also 
played a key part in setting up and launching the Birmingham ‘Posts In Parks’ initiative.   
 
Current Focus   
 
The focus for the BRP now is to work with ER2015, the RFU, Birmingham City Council and 
BRP member partners to drive and secure a RWC2015 Legacy.    
 
To this end the BRP has embarked on a programme of stakeholder meetings, Birmingham 
Rugby Clubs Seminars, and the Birmingham Rugby Conference held on 31st October 2013 at 
Villa Park.    
 
BRP Stakeholder Meetings  
 
The BRP holds regular RWC2015 ‘Legacy’ focused stakeholder meetings and has widened its 
membership to include representation from the following stakeholders.   
 
BRP – Steering Group Membership  
 
Chairman 
Secretary 
Birmingham City Council Delivery 
Birmingham City Council Legacy 
Birmingham City Council Elected Member  
Birmingham City Council (PE & School Sport) 
Aston Villa FC 
RFU  
Greater Birmingham Rugby Clubs  
Moseley RFC 
County Sport Partnership  
Business  
West Midlands Police 
Press, Media & PR  
Women’s Rugby  
Youth Rugby  
 
Individuals from this group are also involved in sub-groups focused on specific areas of work.  
These sub groups include those leading on Posts In Parks and All Schools Rugby initiatives, 



 

 

along with others currently being formed such as a Birmingham Rugby Business Network
  
 
Birmingham’s ‘Leadership Clubs’ Seminars  
 
The BRP has held two RWC2015 Legacy themed seminars involving 12 of Birmingham’s 21 
Rugby Clubs.   
 
The 12 ‘Leadership Clubs’ were brought together to share Legacy ideas and prepare for the 
Birmingham Rugby Conference; where  Birmingham Rugby Clubs (and adjoining North 
Midlands Clubs) came together with other sectors to help shape Birmingham’s RWC2015 
Legacy Plans.   
 
Clubs attending the seminars provided a large number of Legacy ideas and feedback, much 
of which has contributed to this draft plan and informed the workshop programme for the 
Birmingham Ruby Conference.   
 
The 2012 Birmingham Sport Summit   
 
In October 2012, Birmingham City Council hosted a Sport Summit focused on ensuring 
Birmingham secured a 2012 Games legacy of increased participation in sport and physical 
activity along with an increased focus on performance sport and major sporting events in a 
number of priority sports.  Therefore the focus on ‘growing the game’ and staging games of 
the 2015 RWC, fit neatly with these City Council priorities.  Rugby was identified as one of a 
number of priority sports and was very positively profiled on the day. (including BRP and  
Moseley RFC representatives included in the summit panel)    
 
The 2013 Birmingham ‘Two Years To Go’ Rugby Conference 
 
As a follow-up to the Birmingham Sport Summit, and with a more specific focus on a ‘priority 
sport’.  Birmingham City Council and the BRP hosted the first major Birmingham Rugby 
Conference at the Villa Ground (Host to Birmingham based matches of 2015 RWC)  
 
The conference with a very strong focus on RWC2015 Legacy was held alongside the RFU 
Young Ambassador Conference. 
 
The Birmingham Rugby Conference attracted 130 delegates and launched Birmingham’s 
RWC2015 programme and engaged the rugby fraternity and wider stakeholders in 
developing this Birmingham’s Rugby Legacy Plan.  
 
 
7) BIRMINGHAM’S LEGACY PLAN – ALIGNED TO THE RFU 7 LEGACY THEMES. 
 
 

14  



 

 

  
 
 
The 7 RFU Legacy Themes below, are lifted and summarised from the RFU’s ‘LEAD UP & 
LEGACY - 2015 & BEYOND document and are the national priorities.   
 
Priorities related to these are numerous at this point and will be honed and further prioritised 
after the final consultation with clubs on 16th January and BRP stakeholders at the end of 
January.  
 
RFU 7 Priority Themes  
 

 Better Facilities 

 Investing in People 

 More Schools 

 Returning Players 

 Touch Rugby 

 Other Nations 

 Cultural Engagement 
 

Themes specific to Birmingham  
 

 Targeting areas of low participation and Birmingham’s richly diverse 
communities  

 Support for High Performance & Premiership Rugby 

 Increased funding to support legacy activity  
 

 
a) Better Facilities:  (ensuring our clubs are ready.  Investment in kit and equipment, 

social areas, changing rooms, floodlights and all weather pitches) 
 
A legacy of facility and club development in Birmingham will be key, as it is from these 
facilities and clubs that real legacy and activity can be sustained.  The BRP is currently 
working with the city and the RFU to identify priority facility/club developments and these 
will be a focus of the BRP going forward.  
 
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Legacy from Investment in the Team Bases for 2015RWC teams playing in Birmingham  
 
Identifying key partners that can provide clubs with Business and Facility Dev Mentoring and 
targeting this support to a number of priority facility development projects   
 
Improving signage that better directs people and communities to clubs, to improve footfall 
and ensure investment within clubs is maximised.  (Also raising profile of clubs involved in 
RWC2015 and showing games on big screen etc)  
   
 
Linking clubs with FE Colleges that have ‘building and decorating’ courses within their 
curriculum to assist with refurbishment of clubs  



 

 

 
Maximising opportunities to grow the game from sustaining links between clubs and parks 
that are part of the Posts In Parks initiative  
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
  
Prioritising rugby clubs for Multi Sport development – targeting work with England Netball 
and sports such as Rounders and Table Tennis, where good links already exist between 
rugby and these sport’s National Governing Bodies.   
 
With the support of the Birmingham County Sport Partnership - establish satellite rugby 
clubs.  
 
Grounds Maintenance Seminar for Birmingham clubs (potentially as part of an annual rugby 
conference and using experts from local Premiership and International grounds)  
 
Find improved home venue sites for clubs prioritised as having pressing facility needs and 
those that are well placed to engage players from areas of low rugby participation.  
 
Identify sites (initially playing pitches)  for new club(s) in Sparkbrook, Erdington and Quinton 
(these could be satellite clubs). 
 
Support development of existing facility projects at Billesley Sports Village / Moseley RFC 
that provide both a local / MRFC and City Rugby centre of excellence facility.  
 
Support clubs to develop social spaces to attract new audiences and families.  
 
Work with clubs to utilise their facilities for community groups and to attract non-playing, 
potential players and volunteers to the rugby club.  
  
 
b) Investing in People (ensuring we have the right people in place – Referees, coaches 

and club volunteers) 
 
Birmingham has an army of volunteers and coaches within its 21 rugby clubs who all have 
the potential to be involved in RWC2015 and be up-skilled to further support the growth of 
the game (including variants of touch and tag).  The city also has an extensive Sportsmakers 
and Event Volunteer programme, which with the added excitement created by RWC 2015 
can inspire a new generation of rugby volunteers.  
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Produce RWC2015 themed information on the wide range of volunteering opportunities in 
clubs (linked to the soon to be announced RWC2015 Volunteer programme)   
 
Establish a RWC2015 Legacy lead role in each Birmingham Club – relating to the BRP 
(suggested by clubs at Leader Clubs seminar)  
 
Raise the profile and importance of Young Ambassadors at Birmingham Rugby Clubs  
 



 

 

Establish a cohort of RWC2015 Rugby Event Volunteers (linked to the BCC Event Volunteers 
programme and targeting involvement in RWC matches at Villa Park and the Birmingham 
RWC2015 Fan Park)   
 
Work with clubs to develop existing volunteers, especially around business development, 
social media and marketing (as requested by clubs at Leadership Clubs seminar).  Social 
Media and Marketing workshops featured within the Rugby Conference.  
 
Work with the Birmingham County Sport Partnership to establish a cohort of Sportsmakers 
(Touch & Tag) to work linked to Posts In Parks and developing Touch centres.  
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
An annual rugby conference to provide an opportunity for volunteers and stakeholders to 
celebrate success, network and share challenges and opportunities.  
 
Ensure that every team has a qualified coach and provide training (i.e. conference, CPD) for 
existing coaches.   
 
Develop links with school, colleges and university to develop a new generation of young 
officials  
 
c) More Schools (ensuring we have more schools offering rugby - Introducing rugby to 

non-playing secondary schools through the All Schools programme and giving young 
people opportunities to play)   

 
Birmingham & Solihull Schools hosted 3 of the pre-pilots in 2011/12 and have 6 listed in the 
national roll out 2012/13 – 9 (inc 2 in Solihull) in 2013/14. The BRP has already outlined a 
process by which the All Schools programme could be extended still further.  
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Use RWC2015 as a driver to inspire schools to be part of the programme  
 
Use the profile of RWC2015 coming to the city to encourage well established rugby playing 
schools and pupils to assist other emerging rugby playing schools.  Such as the suggestion of 
using vocational sessions within independent schools to allow pupils to get coaching 
qualifications and assist pupils in other schools.   
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
Increase the number of schools playing regular rugby by completing work to identify the 
next cohort of schools – notably: 
 

o Identify all Non-rugby playing schools  
o Identify those who practically have a local link club 
o Through consultation with the BRP Educations representative – identify 

those non-playing schools with a link club that are in a state of readiness to 
adopt the All Schools Programme.  (Birmingham has schools trying to meet 
challenging National Performance Targets and whilst there may be a desire 



 

 

and appetite by the school to adopt All Schools Rugby – the timing may not 
be right for the school at the moment).  

 
Use the RWC2015 to raise the profile of rugby within the National School Games Programme 
(led by the CSP) and celebrate success of those taking part/winning along with supporting 
School Games Organisers, clubs and staff to run primary and secondary leagues with schools 
taking part. 
 
Identify a Business partner who could adopt and support the All Schools Rugby programme 
in Birmingham (or individual schools) 
 
Identify and promote through the CSP and RFU websites – quality and recognised specialist 
support into Schools for rugby development (and link to the City Councils/Sport England - 
Community Access to Schools programme) 
 
Involve schools in the Birmingham RWC2015 Fan Park Opening and Closing Ceremonies  
 
Identify funding and programmes to support training to primary and secondary teachers    
 
d) Returning players (inspiring thousands of 16-24 year old players to return to the game.  

Using Rugby World Cup 2015 to work with colleges, universities and employers to 
bring people back into our clubs)   

 
 
Birmingham has already been identified by the RFU as having significant growth potential 
due to its large network of 21 Clubs, 7 FE Colleges and 5 Universities. 
 
Research has also recently been undertaken to better understand trends in starting or 
returning to play, and Birmingham with its large Rugby Club and FE/HE club base is well 
placed to use this intelligence to support campaigns targeted at newcomers or those 
returning to the game.    
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Linked to Birmingham’s involvement in RWC2015 - launch a promotional week or period 
(either week in early Sept or during 6 Nations Championship) to deliver a campaign to 
attract players and returning players.   Ideally with the support of a local media partner that 
is covering RWC2015 or 6 Nations Championship.  
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
Every club to be running adult recruitment event and engaging with local community and 
education (linked to campaign above)   
 
Clubs to run series of open days during summer 
 
Returner events for ex players at clubs during the 6 Nations Championships 
 
 



 

 

e) Touch Rugby (broadening the reach and appeal of the Game through Touch Rugby 
Touch centres and through pitch up and play to organised leagues and events.  
Inspiring new players to take up rugby)  

 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 

Further develop the Birmingham Touch & Tag Business League.  Birmingham already has a 
corporate touch league and this can be extended to reach many more players in different 
areas of the city and linked to key clubs, Birmingham Business Districts and member 
organisations such as Greater Birmingham Chamber.  
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
Work with the Birmingham County Sport Partnership to establish a cohort of Sportsmakers 
to support ‘pitch up and play’, touch and tag (linked to Posts In Parks and BCC Active Parks 
programme).   
 
Work with the Birmingham County Sport Partnership to include Touch Rugby in the 
Birmingham Community Games programme.  
 
Include uniformed services (i.e. West Mids Police) and other rugby sections of uniformed 
services to feel more part of the Birmingham Rugby Scene  
 
Increase the number of mixed and womens and girls Touch and Tag teams  
 
Increase the number of FE colleges and Universities to run social touch rugby  
 
Increase the number of O2 touch centres within the city and increase participation within 
existing centres (Harborne, Aston, Sutton)  
 
  
f) Other Nations (building links between Constituent Bodies and other nations to grow 

and develop the game in Europe’s key developing rugby nations)  
 
Birmingham is well placed as a; cosmopolitan, international sporting city with global reach, 
to make extensive links with other rugby nations. The BRP will ensure that through its 
partners and their extensive networks – links with other rugby nations are made.  
 
Birmingham also recognises the significant role it plays within the region, and as such will 
work with neighbouring constituent bodies to ensure RWC2015 has maximum impact in the 
region.  

 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Target Autumn Internationals to re-enforce Birmingham business and cultural ties to RWC 
teams being hosted in Birmingham (particularly matches including South Africa and 
Australia). 
 
Develop a RWC2015 focused partnership between the BRP and the Birmingham Chamber of 
Commerce (now Greater Birmingham Chamber of Commerce), WM Institute of Directors 
and Birmingham City Council International Affairs / European Partnerships Departments   



 

 

 
 Exploit the recently developed ‘RWC2015’ relationship with Marketing Birmingham, in order 
that opportunities to outwardly promote Birmingham’s involvement in RWC2015 (ie ensure 
Hotels, Airport and new Train Station help secure a legacy of Birmingham becoming a Rugby 
- visitor destination).  
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
Identify key European nations where relationships already exist with Birmingham that could 
be enhanced through Birmingham’s involvement in RWC2015  
 
Use opportunity of RWC2015 Teams and fans based in Birmingham to develop on-going 
relationship and trade.    
 
Identify where there may be twinning of Birmingham Rugby Clubs with clubs in Europe or 
where strong ties exist due to staging regular overseas rugby tours etc.  
 
g) Cultural engagement (Inspiring people across the country to talk about rugby – a series 

of cultural programmes using art and photography to bring alive what rugby means to 
local communities)  

 
Birmingham has a rich cultural heritage and a large cultural programme and offering in the 
city centre and amongst its many and diverse communities.  The BRP will work with partners 
to ensure that the ‘Birmingham RWC2015 programme’ is inclusive and engages the many 
communities that could, or do have an interest in rugby and sport in general.   
 
Every effort will also be made to make links between or theme the city’s vibrant cultural 
programme and RWC2015.   This may include arts, museums, theatre, music and the 
numerous other cultural offerings in the city. 
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Raise the profile of Birmingham Rugby and sport by staging the RWC2015 Birmingham Fan 
Park in Centenary Square; right next to the new and Iconic Library of Birmingham - which 
adjacent to the Birmingham Rep Theatre, Symphony Hall and the International Convention 
Centre – is the centre piece of Birmingham’s cultural offering.   
 

    
 
 



 

 

 
 
Ensure the Fan Park content is engaging and relevant to Birmingham’s rugby fraternity but is 
also inclusive and appealing to Birmingham’s wider and diverse sport loving public.  
 
Deliver opening and closing ceremonies for the RWC2015 Birmingham programme and Fan 
Park - that reflects Birmingham’s cosmopolitan and multi-cultural make-up.  
 
Book front of house areas within the new Library of Birmingham for RWC2015 Themed 
School Art Exhibitions, Rugby Photography exhibition competition, Local history of Rugby In 
Birmingham, Books and Information on Rugby, Big Brother Chair to capture people’s feelings 
at Birmingham’s involvement in RWC2015 and comprehensive information about 
Birmingham rugby clubs.   (All within 50 yards of from the Fan Park)  
 
Achieve increased participation by typically under-represented groups (targeting and 
supporting clubs within, or adjacent to areas with low participation in rugby). 
 
Engage community leaders and equity specialist to improve awareness and supporting clubs 
in engaging typically under-represented groups.  (This requested by Clubs at Leadership 
Clubs Seminar and the Birmingham Rugby Conference)  
 
Use film and other forms of media (including Free TV) to promote and profile grass roots 
rugby and activity within Birmingham clubs.  
 
Use Social Media and tactics such as use of QR codes on Posts in Parks to promote rugby to a 
younger, culturally diverse and changing, Social Media savvy market.   (This requested by 
Birmingham’s leadership clubs at Seminar and included as a workshop within the 
Birmingham Rugby Conference)   
 
Raise awareness of Rugby as a ‘priority’ sport with a strong culture – through the RWC2015 
Birmingham City Dressing and new digital promotion that the City Council influences.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
Women and Girls - Increase the number of U13 / U15 girls teams in the city (Sutton, Exiles, 
Kings Norton, Moseley)  
 
Increase the number of contact women’s teams in the city  
 
Increase the number of adult men’s teams and junior teams 
 
h) Targeting areas of low rugby / sporting & PA participation  
 
Birmingham is unique in as much that it has one of the most diverse and one of the youngest 
profiles of any major European City.   The city also suffers some of the most widespread and 
worryingly high levels of deprivation.   These areas are also known to have the largest 
concentrations of young people, poor health, crime, unemployment and disadvantage – that 
has been seen to be linked to low levels of sport and physical activity.  
 
These areas whilst having generally low sporting participation and poor rugby club provision 
are thought to also have hidden talent who could enjoy success and fun in club rugby and 
possibly be future internationals.   
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
 
Targeting effort in these areas – and more particularly enabling clubs on the fringes of these 
areas - to be more accessible and successful in engaging diverse communities.  This can also 
provide wider community, health and other social benefits.    
 
Raise the profile of rugby with non-traditional rugby communities to get groups engaged 
with the game and in their local clubs. Also support clubs with links to faith based and other 
community groups.  
 
Work with other sports such as Kabbadi; that have the potential to develop strong links and 
may have complimentary or shared sporting and training needs, that could be helped  
through alliances with local rugby clubs.   This may also  be a way of attracting new players 
to rugby.   
 
Support programmes such as ‘The School of Hard Knocks’ as profiled on TV and which have 
seen success in cities such as Glasgow.  The SoHKs initiative get young adults playing rugby 
whilst also learning vital employment and life skills.   
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 
Work with Sports Equity Specialists such as Sporting Equals, Sport England, The Birmingham 
CSP, and Community Sport Organisations to support clubs and local communities to work 
together to develop participation in rugby and rugby clubs.   
 
i) High Performance / Premiership Rugby 
 



 

 

The Birmingham Rugby Conference identified a strong desire from Birmingham Clubs, 
business and other sectors to see better structures and support for High Performance and 
Premiership Rugby in the city.    
 
It was felt that this can provide important profile for the game and an important reference 
point and development pathway.   
 
Birmingham through its Junior and Championship Clubs produces a huge amount of talent 
that without a Rugby Academy or Premiership Team is forced to move elsewhere.   
 
It is recognised that this Legacy Plan cannot deliver Premiership Rugby as a legacy objective.  
But an important legacy would be an improved environment, greater support and interest, 
better structures, a Birmingham Rugby Academy and a ‘Team Birmingham’ approach to 
supporting high performance / premiership rugby.  
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Use the RWC2015 in the city to profile a Birmingham Rugby Academy 
 
Use the RWC2015 and teams based in the city to promote new facilities to support Academy 
and Championship Rugby at Billesley Common.  
 
Use the RWC2015 and RWC players based in the city to profile the new facilities at Billesley 
(as not just supporting Moseley RFC and a Birmingham Rugby Academy, but also ‘Team 
Birmingham’ ie through Birmingham Clubs playing in key cup matches and finals)   
 
Use the RWC2015 and teams / players based in  the city to officially launch a Team 
Birmingham master class programme (ie kicking, backs defence or forward play etc) to  be 
staged at Billesley and Birmingham clubs and using specialist Birmingham coaching expertise 
from within these clubs. 

  

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 

Increased awareness and understanding of the Birmingham Rugby Development pathway 
and how to access it.  
 
Increased funding to support talent identification and support for talent.  Especially where 
this is in areas where lack of funding or parental support may prevent progress.   
 

 
J.  Increased Funding to Support Legacy Activity  

 
Birmingham has a vibrant rugby scene, with a large number of clubs that all operate and 
support themselves independently and with support from the RFU and local businesses and 
sponsors.  
 
The RFU is also investing in RWC2015 Legacy with programmes such as ‘Posts In Parks’, ‘The 
Young Ambassador’ programme and a soon to be announced RWC2015 Rugby Volunteer 
Programme.  
 



 

 

Charitable organisations such as the Wooden Spoon Charity also raise significant amount of 
funding to support good ‘rugby’ causes.  
 
However if more is to be done to support Birmingham’s voluntary clubs and volunteers and 
if the aspirations of the Legacy Plan are to be realised – more funding will be required.  
 

 Objectives achieved directly as a result of hosting RWC  
 
Through the profile and energy associated with the RWC2015 coming to the city – establish 
new funding partnerships – such as The Wooden Spoon Charity and BRP working more 
closely to direct and link-up funding to support agreed worthy causes/clubs and groups.  

 

 
 

Establish a governance and funding mechanism that enables the BRP to financially support 
its operating and legacy delivery plans.  
 
Secure funding over and above that provided by RFU to assist delivery of the Birmingham 
RWC2015 Legacy Plan 
 
Develop a portfolio of ‘opportunities’ to support Legacy activity, that business and other 
sectors may wish to become involved in to aid their CSR and charitable work.    
 

 Objectives enhanced by hosting RWC  
 

Improve the profile of companies and organisations that fund and support Birmingham 
Rugby .  
 

7. LEGACY PLAN DELIVERY  (tbc once priorities agreed)  
 

a. Funding for priorities  
b. Lead organisations and key roles  
c. Partnerships and Collaboration 
d. Targets and Timescales  
 

 
 
 
 
 


